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Theoretical analysis of the magnetic circular dichroism
in the 2p3d and 2p4d x-ray emission of Gd
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The 2p3d and 2p4d x-ray emission spectral shapes have been calculated using a theoretical description of
spin-polarized 2p photoemission and atomic multiplet calculations of the 2p3d and 2p4d radiative decay.
Emphasis is given to the use of circular-polarized x rays for the excitation process. Good agreement with
experiment is found and all visible experimental structures can be explained. It is shown that because of weak
multiplet effects in the intermediate state, it is possible to use the incoherent, two-step model. The angle
between the emittedx rays and the magnetization is able to affect the magnetic circular dichroism~MCD!
spectral shape observed, while the angle between the incident x ray and the magnetization only affects the
intensity of the MCD.@S0163-1829~97!01336-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to the presence of more intense synchrotron radia
sources,~resonant! x-ray emission has become an importa
technique to study the electronic and magnetic structure
solids. A large amount of experimental results have b
published in recent years, both on transition metal co
pounds and rare earths. Experiments on 3d transition metal
compounds include the 1s3p x-ray emission (Kb),1–4 the
1s2p x-ray emission (Ka) ~Ref. 5! and the 2p3d resonant
x-ray emission.6–10 In the case of rare earth systems, expe
ments include the 3d4 f and 4d4 f resonant x-ray
emission,11,12 and the 2p3d and 2p4d resonant x-ray
emission.13–15 A few studies have been carried out with th
use of circular polarization.6,7,15

The theoretical description of~resonant! x-ray emission is
complex and contains many ingredients.16–20 The main goal
of the present paper is to try to describe all these aspec
some detail. With that in mind the paper is written in a rath
didactical form, introducing step by step the necessary ing
dients. The two important aspects of the theoretical desc
tion are ~1! the phenomenon of resonant x-ray emission
described by a second order optical process, and~2! the
dominance of multiplet effects for core hole states
strongly correlated systems such as transition metals and
earths. The second order process implies the possibilit
strong interference effects, intrinsic angular dependent
fects ~i.e., independent of the sample symmetry!, and the
process known as resonant Raman scattering, the scatt
via virtual excitations. The consequences of multiplet effe
are a complex spectral shape plus a complex resona
interference behavior.

In the present paper we will concentrate on the theoret
description of the 2p3d and 2p4d x-ray emission spectra o
560163-1829/97/56~12!/7285~8!/$10.00
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Gd metal at excitation energies above the 2p absorption
edge, for which our calculations can be directly compared
existing experimental results.15 The emission process is de
scribed by a combination of 2p-photoemission and the 2p3d
and 2p4d radiative decay, respectively, while additional e
fects at the 2p resonance are not dealt with quantitative
These results can be compared to existing experimenta
sults. We start in Sec. II by introducing step by step t
theoretical concepts within the two-step, or incohere
model. In Sec. III a comparison is made with the experim
tal data and in the discussion~Sec. IV! we describe the an
gular dependence of the x-ray emission process. Finally,
possibility of using the integrated intensities is analyzed.

II. THEORY

Gd is described with an atomic model, only including t
seven 4f electrons in their Hund’s rule ground state8S. The
intensity of the resonant x-ray emission process is given

I ~\v,\v8!5 (
q850,61

(
q561

Fq8q•dEf1\v82E02\v , ~1!

where the sum extends over the incoming (q) and emitted
(q8) polarizations.Fq8q is described with the Kramers
Heisenberg formula:16

Fq8q5(
f f

U(
fx

^f f uCq8
~1!ufx&^fxuCq

~1!uf0&

E01\v2Ex2 iGx
U2

, ~2!

wheref0 is the 4f 7(8S) ground state. The intermediate sta
fx is approximated as 2p54 f 7«d . The final states are
reached via 2p3d and 2p4d dipole transitions, implying fi-
nal states such as 3d94 f 7«d , etc. The dipole transition op
erator is given with the normalized spherical harmon
7285 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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7286 56de GROOT, NAKAZAWA, KOTANI, KRISCH, AND SETTE
Cq
(1) , in the following abbreviated toCq . We take the mag-

netic field direction, along the sample surface and in
plane of the incident x-ray and the surface normal, as
quantization axis. Then thez-polarized x rays are denoted b
C0 andx- andy-polarized x rays by linear combinations o
right circular polarized x-raysC1 and left circular polarized
x-rays C21. The magnetic circular dichroism~MCD! spec-
trum is defined byF (q51)2F (q521) , taking the incident
x-ray direction to be parallel to the magnetization of the
4 f electrons.

If the intermediate states can be approximated as a si
state, or as independent states, the Kramers-Heisenberg
mula can be much simplified into a two-step formula remo
ing all the complications of interference and giving an inte
sity which is the product of x-ray absorption and x-r
emission intensities:

Fq8q
[2]

5(
f f

z^f f uCq8ufx& z2• z^fxuCquf0& z2. ~3!

Within this two-step model the 2p3d x-ray emission
spectral shape is given by thez^3d94 f 7uCqu2p54 f 7& z2 matrix
element. The matrix element of the excitation, involving t
promotion of a 2p electron into a continuum state, ente
only as a constant. In the following, first the important ing
dients of the Hamiltonian for the 2p54 f 7, 3d94 f 7, and
4d94 f 7 states are introduced. At the end of Sec. II B the u
of the two-step model will be justified and in Sec. II C th
spectral shapes of the x-ray emission are described.

A. Spin-orbit coupling and core-valence exchange

The dominating interaction is the core level spin-or
coupling (j), which splits each core level into two state
with an energy difference equal to32 j for 2p and 5

2 j for 3d
and 4d. The binding energies for the 2p core states are
respectively,27243 eV for 2p3/2 and27930 eV for 2p1/2,
split by 687 eV. The binding energies for the 3d core states
is, respectively21190 eV for 3d5/2 and 21222 eV for
3d3/2, split by 32 eV. For the case of a 4d core state, the
spin-orbit coupling is smaller than the 4d4 f and 4f 4 f ex-
change interactions, hence it is not possible to distingu
4d5/2 from 4d3/2 states. The averaged binding energy is a
proximately2143 eV. In a first approximation the respectiv
x-ray emission spectra are found at the binding energy
ferences. For example, the 2p3/23d5/2 x-ray emission spec
trum is found at26053 eV, etc.

In order to discuss the consequences of the use of ci
larly polarized x rays we introduce an exchange splitt
between the spin of the core state and the valence states
valence spin is 7/2 and the 2p core hole hasS51/2. This
gives for each 2p54 f 7 state a splitting intoS54 andS53
states. The 2p photoemission process can be described i
one-electron picture because the 2p spin-orbit is much larger
than the 2p4 f exchange. This gives the7P and 9P configu-
rations of the 2p54 f 7 states. Note that this approximatio
neglects all configurations other than8S of the seven 4f
electrons, as will be justified below.

Within this one electron picture, the MCD signal at th
2p3/2 absorption edge is equivalent to the spin-polariz
signal.21,22Note that the MCD signal follows the orbital mo
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ments, the MCD being positive ifmj (2p) is positive. This is
in contrast to the spin-polarized signal which follows t
spin moments, being positive for the9P states and negative
for the 7P states.23,24 It is well known25 that the spin-up and
spin-down spectra can be constructed from the high-s
9P-symmetry and the low-spin7P-symmetry 2p54 f 7 inter-
mediate states. The7P-symmetry state relates for 100% t
spin-up, while the9P-symmetry state relates for 8/9 to spin
down and for 1/9 to spin-up. Thus the spin-up spectrum
constructed from7P 1 1/9 9P and the spin-down spectrum
from 8/9 9P, keeping the spin-up to spin-down ratio at 1:
As noted above, exactly the same is true for the MCD sign

B. The inclusion of atomic multiplet effects

Using the single-particle picture also for the final stat
the 3d94 f 7 final state is split into its 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 peaks.
Both are split by the 3d4 f core-valence exchange, implyin
a splitting between spin-up peaks and spin-down peaks
discussed above, the MCD signal follows the orbital mom
and the MCD signal is reversed with respect to the sp
polarized signal for the 3d3/2 final state. The result is a plus
minus MCD signal for the 3d5/2 peak and a minus-plus MCD
signal for the 3d3/2 peak.23–25 This model is able to explain
the gross features of 2p3d x-ray emission spectra. There a
however additional peaks and structures visible in the exp
ment and moreover the intensities of the MCD spectra do
exactly follow the pattern as predicted from this model.

There are two, closely related, complications. First,
interaction which was called ‘‘core-valence exchange’’ h
been presented as a simple exchange interaction, only ab
split the spin-up states from the spin-down states. In fact,
‘‘core-valence exchange’’ is a result from the two-electr
Coulomb interactions, both exchange^3d4 f u1/r u4 f 3d& and
direct ^3d4 f u1/r u3d4 f &. The radial integrals related to thes
three interactions are the Slater integralsG1,3,5 and F0,2,4,
which determine the energy positions of the vario
symmetry-states of the 3d94 f 7 configuration. These inte
grals, calculated using the Hartree-Fock based Cow
program26 for a Gd atom, are given in Table I.

Above we did not consider the 4f 4 f interaction explic-
itly, but assumed that Gd stayed in its Hunds rule grou
state. Like the 3d4 f interaction, the 4f 4 f interaction gives
rise to the Slater integralsF0,2,4,6. These 4f 4 f terms deter-
mine the complete energy scheme of the 4f 7 configurations.
Apart from the fact that they slightly increase upon creat
a core hole~cf. Table I!, the 4f 7 energy scheme is not ex
pected to change. An important consequence is that the c
bination of the 4f 4 f exchange and the 3d4 f exchange gives
rise to 4f transitions from the 8S ground state symmetry to
another symmetry state in the final state. This process cre
peaks at higher energies, hence satellites. This is no sur
for readers familiar with the 3d and 4d x-ray absorption
spectra of Gd, which are completely dominated by multip
effects and do show a large range of peaks.27

In contrast to this, the 2p-photoemission process can b
described as 4f 7(8S)→2p54 f 7(8S)«d and from Table I one
finds that the 2p4 f exchange integrals are about 0.2 e
which should be compared with the large energy stabili
tion of the 8S state due to the 4f 4 f exchange of the order o
7 to 15 eV. Because the8S state has an energy far below a
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56 7287THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MAGNETIC . . .
other states and the 2p4 f exchange is relatively small a
intensity goes to the 2p54 f 7 state with the 4f electrons in
their 8S configuration. The actual calculation of th
2p-photoemission process confirms that the intensity
states other than8S is less than 0.1% of the total. This jus

TABLE I. Spin-orbit couplings and the Slater integrals of th
4 f 4 f exchange and the core-4f exchange interactions, as calculat
with a Hartree-Fock based program for all four configurations in
cated. All calculations of the spectral shapes have been carried
using a 80% reduction of all Slater integrals.

2p54 f 7 3d94 f 7 4d94 f 7 4 f 7

Spin-orbit coupling
jc 478.6 12.4 2.2
j f 0.242 0.242 0.216 0.197

4 f 4 f exchange
F2 15.973 16.086 15.556 14.505
F4 10.076 10.157 9.816 9.103
F6 7.265 7.325 7.078 6.550

Core-4f exchange
F2 2.100 10.303 17.056
F4 4.843 10.948
G1 0.225 7.451 20.107
G3 0.145 4.370 12.693
G5 3.019 8.995
o

tifies the assumption to consider only 2p54 f 7(8S) interme-
diate states. Actually this also justifies the use of the two-s
model: if only the 8S symmetry states are included, no in
terference effects are possible.

C. The 2p3d and 2p4d x-ray emission spectral shapes

We will now give the results for the 2p3d and 2p4d
x-ray emission spectral shapes using the atomic multi
model and the parameters as indicated in Table I. Figur
shows the 2p3d x-ray emission spectral shapes, that is t
transition 2p54 f 7@7,9P#→3d94 f 7. Figure 1~a! ~bottom, left!
shows the 2p1/23d x-ray emission and Fig. 1~b! ~top, left! its
MCD. Likewise, Fig. 1~c! ~bottom, right! shows the 2p3/23d
x-ray emission and Fig. 1~d! ~top, right! its MCD. Figure 2
repeats these four spectra for the 2p4d x-ray emission spec-
tral shapes. A Lorentzian broadening of 2.5 eV@half width at
half maximum~HWHM!# of and a Gaussian broadening
0.75 eV~HWHM! have been used for the broadened spec
The Lorentzian broadening is given both by the lifetim
broadening of the 2p hole ~about 2.0 eV! and the lifetime
broadening of the 3d hole ~approximated to 0.5 eV!. The
Gaussian broadening has been chosen to compare the re
directly with experiment. The spectra are given with a ne
tive energy axis, indicating that the energy is released fr
the system in the x-ray emission process.

The main peak of Fig. 1~c! is the 2p3/23d5/2 spectrum.
The six equidistant large sticks of this spectrum relate
3d947 states which contain the 4f electrons in their8S con-

-
ut
ussian of

FIG. 1. The 2p3d x-ray emission spectral shapes.~a! 2p1/23d x-ray emission,~b! 2p1/23d MCD, ~c! 2p3/23d x-ray emission,~d! 2p3/23d

MCD. The sticks represent the theoretical intensities. The solid line results from a broadening by a Lorentzian of 2.5 eV and a Ga
0.75 eV~HWHM!.
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FIG. 2. The 2p4d x-ray emission spectral shapes.~a! 2p1/24d x-ray emission,~b! 2p1/24d MCD, ~c! 2p3/24d x-ray emission,~d! 2p3/24d
MCD. The sticks represent the theoretical intensities. The solid line results from a broadening by a Lorentzian of 2.5 eV and a Ga
0.75 eV~HWHM!.
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figuration. In that case the 3d94 f 7 symmetries are7D and
9D. The six sticks relate, respectively, to the final states w
Jf equal to, respectively, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, and 1. The la
number of small peaks between26055 eV and26045 eV
are related to transitions for which the 4f electrons are in a
state different from their8S ground state configuration. Th
most important of these states have the 4f electrons in6G
symmetry, resulting in an overall7D, 7F, and 7H symmetry
of the 3d94 f 7 multiplet. The MCD signal is positive for
2p54 f 7 intermediate states withJx55 andJx54 and nega-
tive for Jx53 and Jx52. The dipole selection rule
(DJ561,0) implies thatJf equal to 6 and 5 are positive,
and 3 mixed, and 2 and 1 negative. All small peaks are a
essentially negative because only the7D states couple to
these states. The, positive,9D states do not couple apa
from minor effects due to spin-orbit coupling. These tren
are reproduced at the 2p3/23d3/2 transition at26025 eV.
Only four 8S-related sticks are visible, because 3d3/2 only
couples with8S to Jf52,3,4,5. The MCD is reversed due
reversed energy ordering of theJf states, visible also in the
increasing intensity withJf . The 2p1/2 spectra@Figs. 1~a!
and 1~b!# are closely related to the 2p3/2 spectra as the
3d94 f 7 final state energies are identical. There are six8S
sticks for the 3d5/2 and four sticks for the 3d3/2. Note that
the 2p1/23d5/2 transition is not completely zero. It gains som
intensity due to the multiplet effects. In other words, t
3d5/2 and 3d3/2 structures are slightly mixed.
h
e

o

s

The 2p4d x-ray emission spectra of Fig. 2 look differen
reflecting the large 4d4 f exchange and the small 4d spin-
orbit coupling. The 2p3/24d spectrum of Fig. 2~c! shows
again the six8S-related sticks at about27110 eV. Because
the satellite at27076 eV is caused by 4d4 f exchange, it
contains no9D states. All 9D states are located in the ma
peak. Note, that we are close toLS coupling and it is more
appropriate to speak about 4d↑ and 4d↓ parts for the main
peak and the satellite, though the MCD shows that this a
is only approximate. The7D states are mixed much mor
and are both part of the main peak and the satellite. T
highest sticks of the satellite do relate to8S-related states of
overall 7D symmetry. In Fig. 2~d! it can be seen that the
satellite contains mostly negative sticks, but at the high
ergy side some positive sticks are visible. In other words
satellite is not 100% spin polarized.

The 2p1/24d spectrum in Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! has the most
complex spectral shape. The result of the multiplet effect
a complex spectral shape with highest intensity for the p
at 27762 eV. The spectrum bears little relation to the sing
particle model.

III. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

We will now compare our results to the experiment whi
has been carried out on beamline ID16/BL21 at the ESR15

For the moment we concentrate on the spectral shapes
and both the x-ray emission spectral shapes and their M
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56 7289THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE MAGNETIC . . .
will be normalized to the calculations.~In Sec. IV B we will
discuss the relative intensities.! The experiments have bee
performed with an overall resolution of 0.75 eV~HWHM!,
which will be approximated by a Gaussian in the simu
tions. The life time broadening of the intermediate and fi
states isGx52.0 eV andG f50.5 eV, respectively, as dete
mined from the analysis of 2p and 3d x-ray absorption and
photoemission.28,29 Thus the overall lifetime broadeningGT
equals 2.5 eV.

Figure 3 shows the comparison of the calculation with
2p3/23d x-ray emission experiment. The agreement betw
theory and experiment is good, with the experiment show
slightly sharper structures than the calculations. The rela
intensities and peak positions are reproduced, both for
x-ray emission spectral shape as for its MCD. This sho
that the approximations made for the simulation are va
The experiment confirms the reversed MCD effect of
3d3/2 peak with respect to the 3d5/2 peak.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the calculation with
2p3/24d x-ray emission experiment. Theoretical results
two x-ray emission and one MCD spectra are shown: T
x-ray emission spectrum as plotted in Fig. 2~c!, and addition-
ally the x-ray emission and MCD spectra of a second ca
lation using Slater integralsG1,3,5 reduced to 70%~instead of
80%!. A similar reduction of the 4d4 f exchange splitting has
been observed also in the analysis of 4d x-ray absorption and
photoemission spectral shapes.28 An additional effect of the
4d94 f 7 final state is that its lifetime broadenings are stron
symmetry dependent, and in particular the lifetime broad

FIG. 3. Comparison of the calculated 2p3d x-ray emission
spectral shape~solid line!, with the 2p3/23d experimental results
~points!. The experimental curve is aligned and normalized to 1.0
the peak position, with respect to the calculation. The theoret
MCD spectrum is given in the scale of the emission spectrum,
the experimental MCD has been normalized to it.
-
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e
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ing of the 4d↓ structure at27080 eV is strongly increased t
G f of about 1.5 eV~so GT is 3.5 eV!, against 0.2 eV
(GT52.2 eV! in case of the 4d↑ structure at27110 eV.28,29

Krisch and co-workers15 also measured the 2p3d x-ray
emission spectrum in the vicinity of the 2p3/2 absorption
threshold. If the excitation energy is chosen to be at
2p→5d resonance, the spectral shape can be expected
affected by the presence of the 5d electron and its interaction
with the 4f electrons. The intermediate state can be
scribed as 2p54 f 75d1 and the 4f 5d interaction will modify
the spectral shape. Preliminary calculations confirm this
havior. At the energy related to the 2p→4 f transitions, the
resonant x-ray emission should reveal an additional feat
arising from the 2p54 f 8→3d94 f 8 transition. Though this
feature is clearly visible in the experiment, the spectral sh
is dominated by the more intense 3d94 f 75d1 final state mul-
tiplet, associated with dipolar 2p→5d excitations.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Angular dependence of x-ray emission

In our calculation made so far, we have assumed that
incident x-ray direction is parallel to the magnetization of t
Gd 4f electrons and the emitted x-ray is unpolarized. He
we discuss the angular dependence of the x-ray emis
MCD. Let us define the anglew as that between the inciden

t
al
d

FIG. 4. Comparison of the calculated 2p4d x-ray emission
spectral shape~dashed!, with the 2p3/24d experimental results
~points!. The experimental curve is aligned and normalized to 1.0
the peak position, with respect to the calculation. The solid line
the theoretical result with a reduction of the Slater integrals to 7
and a broadening as described in the text. The theoretical M
spectrum is given in the scale of the emission spectrum, and
experimental MCD has been normalized to it.
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7290 56de GROOT, NAKAZAWA, KOTANI, KRISCH, AND SETTE
x ray and the surface normal, and the angleu as that between
the outgoing x ray and the surface normal~see the inset of
Fig. 5!. The angular dependence of the MCD intensity
given by

DI ~w,u!52
1

2
sinw@$11sin2u%~F61212F611!

12cos2u~F0212F01!#, ~4!

The expression shows that the weight of the spectral
tensity Fq8q with different polarization depends on the tw
angles as defined above. First, the factor sinw originates from
the excitation part:z^fxuCquf0& z2, and the MCD intensity is
maximum when the incident x ray is parallel to the magn
tization.

The rest of the angular dependent factor of Eq.~1! origi-
nates from the deexcitation part:z^f f uCq8ufx& z2. If the emis-
sion angleu equals zero, the polarization of the emitted x r
is specified by two directions andDI is described by not only
the matrix elements ofC1 and C21, but alsoC0. On the
other hand, whenu equals 90°DI is described by the matrix
elements containing onlyC1 andC21.

If we take 11sin2u52cos2u, the matrix elementsFq8q
with different polarization have the same weight. The ma
angle between magnetic field and emitted x ray equ
90°2u 5 54.7°. In our experimental arrangement, 90°2u
is 60°. Thus the magic angle calculation gives essenti

FIG. 5. Angular dependence of the emitted x-ray versus
magnetization direction. Four spectra are given. Viewed at
MCD main peak at26060 eV, from top to bottom, respectively
the spectra foru590° ~solid!, 60° ~dashed!, 30° ~solid!, and 0°
~dashed! are given. The inset shows the definition of the anglesf
andu.
-

-

c
ls

ly

correct results for the experimental situation. The angu
dependence of the MCD intensity in 2p3d x-ray emission is
given in Fig. 5. The main effect is the variation in intensi
of the main peak in the 2p3/23d5/2 emission region at26060
eV. The spectrum for magnetization parallel to the sam
surface (u590°) has the largest MCD. The negative MC
peak at about26050 eV is not dependent on the emissi
angle and at higher energies and at the 2p3/23d3/2 peak there
are some small angular variations visible.

B. The integrated intensities

In the calculation the 2p3/2 spectra are generated from th
addition of the intermediate states9P5, 9P4, 7P3, and 7P2,
normalized to a total intensity of 10. The 2p1/2 spectra relate
to the intermediate states7P4, 9P3, which add up to 5. This
2:1 ratio is exact as the 2p spin-orbit coupling is large. For
the 2p3/23d x-ray emission, the ratio of the x-ray emissio
spectrosocpy~XES! and the MCD integral is 1/9. The reaso
is that the 9P states are not pure spin-up, but contain 1
spin-down character as discussed above. The consequen
that the integrated MCD signal of the 2p3/2 spectra is 10/9.
This MCD signal is exactly compensated at the 2p1/2 spectra,
as can be checked from Table II, which collects all integra
values. The integrated valueI MCD over both edges is zero, a
it should be for 2p core states containing equal amounts
spin-up and spin-down electrons.

In Table II the integrated quantities for 2p3/2 and 2p1/2
have been divided into transitions to, respectively, 3d5/2 and
3d3/2. It can be seen that, if the full atomic multiplet inte
actions are included, the respective integrated intensities
the four 2p3d spectra do differ only a few percent from th
single-particle values. Therefore one can conclude that
multiplet effects cause a redistribution of intensity within
particular x-ray emission spectrum~with the creation of extra
peaks!, but the multiplet effects are too small to significant
affect the integrated intensities. The reason is that thed

e
e

TABLE II. Integrated intensities for the 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 x-ray
emission spectra, and their MCD divided into their 3d5/2 and 3d3/2

parts. The effects of multiplets on the integrated intensities is sho
in case of 3d and 4d final states.

Intensity MCD

2p3/2 10 1.111
2p1/2 5 21.111

3d5/2 3d3/2 3d5/2 3d3/2

Single particle:
2p3/2 9.000 1.000 1.111 -0.000
2p1/2 0.000 5.000 -0.000 -1.111

Multiplet effects:
2p3/2 8.953 1.047 1.188 -0.077
2p1/2 0.104 4.896 -0.037 -1.074

4d↑ 4d↓ 4d↑ 4d↓

Multiplet effects:
2p3/2 8.106 1.892 2.215 -1.105
2p1/2 3.515 1.484 -0.372 -0.739
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spin-orbit splitting of 32 eV is larger than all multiplet e
fects, causing only a small admixture of the 2p3/23d5/2 and
2p3/23d3/2 spectra.

In the case of the 4d4 f x-ray emission spectra, the rela
tion with the exchange-plus-spin-orbit model is lost beca
now the 4d4 f exchange is larger than the 4d spin-orbit cou-
pling. The 4d states are in Table II indicated with 4d↑ im-
plicitly assuming pureLS coupling. The actual situation i
that the 4d94 f 7 states are in between thej j andLS coupling
schemes. It is important to note that if one excites in betw
the L3 and L2 edge, the integrated 2p3d and 2p4d x-ray
emission intensity will always contain an MCD effect~cf.
Table II!, which implies that fluorescence-yield detection
x-ray absorption MCD cannot be normalized in between
L3 andL2 edges.

Concerning the magnetic moments it is clear that no
formation can be gained from the absorption sum rules,
cause the sum rules concern the 2p core state which is filled
in the ground state, hence all moments are zero. Howe
information concerning the magnetic moment could
gained from the magnitude of the MCD effect in the em
sion, where the MCD is normalized to the total intensity
MCD/XES. The magnitude of the MCD in the emission
dependent on a series of factors. It depends on the degr
circular polarization incident on the sample (70%) and
Eq. ~4! on the angle between the incident x rays and
magnetic field (30°). The as such corrected and normali
MCD reaches approximately 17% in experiment. Beca
the experimental value for the emission angle (60°) is cl
to the magic angle (54°), the experimental result is close
the angle-integrated calculation. Comparing the experime
value of 17% with the theoretical maximal value of 33%~cf.
Fig. 1!, gives an effective magnetization of about 1/2 of t
maximum in the experiment.
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C. Concluding remarks

Using the theoretical description of spin-polarize
2p-photoemission and the atomic multiplet calculations
2p3d and 2p4d x-ray emission, all 2p3d and 2p4d x-ray
emission spectral shapes have been calculated, inclu
their dependence on the use of circular-polarized x rays
the excitation process. Good agreement with experimen
found and all visible experimental structures have been
plained. The present analysis confirms the importance
multiplet effects for the spectral shapes of 3d and 4d holes
in rare earths.

It is shown that the multiplet effects do not alter the int
grated values of the 2p3d x-ray emission peaks and the
MCD, in contrast to the 2p4d x-ray emission peaks. Becaus
the x-ray emission spectra relate to an excitation process
continuum state, the overall integral of the MCD should
equal to zero. However from the size of the MCD spect
shapes compared with the calculations, information on
magnetic moment can be gained.

It is shown that the angle of incidence between x ray a
surface normal influences the size of the MCD effect, wh
the angle of emittance between x-ray and surface nor
influences the spectral shape of the MCD.
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